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MOMENT

WHAT HASN'T
CHANGED? 

What's New in SMSF

A climbing share market, high iron ore prices, signs of a property recovery (40
people lining up for a 1 bed apartment) and all of a sudden the economy is
looking rosy in WA.  

These times always throw up different client conversations.  The client that thinks
its too good to be true and the other that is suffering from FOMO and wants to go
all in.  

One of my best learnings was from a recently retired adviser, who told me that;
"an adviser doesn't necessarily earn their money when times are rough". "They
earn their stripes when greed and envy plays tricks on clients minds." "Having the
courage to dampen enthusiasm when the market looks unstoppable is tough to
do. Client's are listening to hype and what is happening in their social circles
instead of focusing on their agreed strategy."      

Advisers also have the other type of client call, scared they were making too much
money, wanting to pull the cord on certain investments that had run up.  Again
emphasising the agreed long term investment strategy is the right way to get
clients to breathe.

In light of all of the above, how can we describe accurately what is happening in
investment markets today?  I know an learned individual (whom many of you may
know also) who told me once that, "there is always a reason why its different this
time, and then it doesn't turn out to be", when referring to investor behaviour.  I
guess we need to know if this current market is a bubble, I certainly don't the
answer, but you have to admit the US market is looking a bit crazy right now.

The rise of investments like Crypto currency and some companies becoming the
largest in their industry in terms of market cap (See Tesla) is astonishing if you
believe in fundamental business principles.  The story of these companies is
creating reality for a large number of investors, pushing up massive valuations. We
have also seen small investors moving as one to beat "the establishment" in mind
melting plays.  These exercises are not only dangerous for the large players, but
will burn tonnes of unwitting investors trying to exit the aeroplane with a golden
parachute.  

All the while our clients are trying to get along with their daily lives, learning to
cope with the complexity of Superannuation, lockdowns, travel restrictions and
the modern workplace.  There has never been a time when advisers are required
more.  Less advisers and more people that need your help- supply and demand -
that never changes.  I do remember that from economics 101.

At the start of 2021 we recruited another member to the SMSF team, Edwina
Maguire.  Edwina is tasked to create a new service for clients that are really
looking for a more direct relationship with their SMSF accountant.  Our current
services were created to accommodate as many SMSF's as possible at affordable
rates. This has helped advisers put together cost effective packages. This is still
our core business.

Edwina's commencement recognises the fact that we have complex clients in
terms of size and investment choices that need additional help and support. If
one of your clients is identified in this process we will be in touch.

Christopher Homer 
Director of SMSF



Get Racing
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They are commencing their first retirement phase
income stream on or after 1 July 2021.

They have a retirement phase income stream started
before 1 July 2021.

They were a child death benefit beneficiary before
indexation and they only receive a child death benefit
income stream.

They make a non-concessional contribution to your
super on or after 1 July 2017 and you have a
superannuation balance of $1.7 million or more on 30
June 2021.

You want to receive a government co-contribution after
contributing to your fund on or after 1 July 2021, and
you have a superannuation balance of less than $1.7
million on 30 June 2021.

You want to claim the spouse tax offset for super
contributions and your spouse has a superannuation
balance of less than $1.7 million on 30 June 2021.

Transfer Balance Cap Indexation Changes-
$1.6 Mill to $1.7 Mill

What is the Transfer Balance Cap?
It is the total amount of accumulated Superannuation
money that can be “transferred into pension phase”.  Before
the 30th of June 2021, the maximum that an individual can
“transfer” into pension is $1.6 Million. The cap has been $1.6
Million since 1st of July 2017.

What is changing?
From the 1st of July 2021 the transfer balance cap of $1.6
Million will be raised to $1.7 Million. 

Who will be affected?
The following individuals will be affected if:
         

     

        

    

    

The most relevant sections for your clients are underlined
above and explained below. 
 
Commencing your first retirement phase income stream
(pension) after 1 July 2021. 
Apart from the cap amount, pensions will be the same as
they have been since 1st of July 2017.  Pensions started after
this date will have a different transfer balance cap to
pensions started before this time.  In effect there will be two
(2) transfer balance caps, pre- and post-1st of July 2021. 
 

Pension Minimums
COVID Relief

Age
Default Minimum
Drawdown Rates (%)

Reduced Rates by 50% for the
2019-20 & 2020-21 year (%)

Under 65

65-74

75-79

80-84

85-89

90-94

95+

4

5

3

2.5

2

6

7
9

11
14

3.5
4.5

5.5
7

I tried to sue the
airline for losing my
luggage.

Did you win?

I lost the case!



You have an existing Pension started before 1st of July 2021.
Existing pensions may have the ability to add more to
pension phase unless the individuals Transfer balance was
$1.6 Million or over at any time during the period between
1st of July 2017 and 30th of 1 of July 2021.  If the individual
did not use up 100% of the transfer balance cap, they will
be able to add to their pension account with the remaining
percentage multiplied by the additional cap amount of
$100,000. Commutations from the $1.6 Million will not be
included in this total.  This is explained in the Transfer
Balance Account below (Example 3).

Non concessional contributions to your Super with more than
$1.7 Million or more on the 30th of June 2021.
Another concept is introduced here. Total Superannuation
Balance (TSB) is separate from the Transfer Balance Cap
and applies to the total amount of Superannuation that an
individual has on the 30th of June each year.  Any
individual member that reports an accumulated balance
on the 30th of June of over $1.7 Million will be able to
contribute NIL non concessional contributions.

Basically, the Government are telling everyone that once
an individual reaches $1.7 million in total superannuation
balance, those individuals must be restricted to contribute
only what is required by law (SG Contributions).  Bring
forward concessional contributions are only available for
individuals with a balance of under $500K.

What is the Transfer Balance Cap Account?
The General transfer balance cap account is created when
an individual creates their first pension account from
accumulation phase.

The Transfer balance cap account is maintained and
reported to the ATO on an ongoing basis (Monthly).

The account is a traditional accounting methodology of
debits and credits (this next part is for the advisers who
used to be engineers!)

Total Super 

BALANCE
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Indexation will impact clients that have a
members balance close to $1.6Mill or
$1.7Mill.

Be careful that you don't over contribute
using non concessional contributions

Date Transaction Debit

01/01/2018 Pension Commencement $1,000,000

Credit Balance

$1,000,000

02/06/2019 $200,000 $800,000Member Commutation
(Lump Sum Withdrawal)

20/09/2019 $800,000 $1,600,000Pension Commencement 2

Example 1 Pre July 2021 Pension

In this example, the Transfer Balance Cap has been
triggered as the member has hit $1.6 Million once
during the pre July 2021 period. This individual will not
be able to transfer any more money into pension
phase regardless of the cap changing to $1.7 Mill.  
 100% of the cap has been used.

Example 2 Post July 2021 Pension

Date Transaction Debit

01/07/2021 Pension Commencement $1,000,000

Credit Balance

$1,000,000

02/06/2022 $200,000 $800,000Member Commutation
(Lump Sum Withdrawal)

20/09/2023 $800,000 $1,600,000Pension Commencement 2

21/09/2023 $100,000 $1,700,000Pension Commencement 2

In this example, the individual can have up to $1.7
Million in pension phase as the first person
commenced after the 1st of July 2021.  100% of the
cap has been used.

Example 3 Pre & Post July 2021 Pension

Date Transaction Debit

01/01/2018 Pension Commencement $800,000

Credit Balance

02/06/2019 $200,000 $600,000Member Commutation
(Lump Sum Withdrawal)

20/09/2023 $1,050,000
(50% of $100,000) + ($1.6

Million - $600,000)

$1,650,000Pension Commencement 2

$800,000
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Re-Evaluating

INSURANCE

Now that clients have experienced what
can go wrong in life, they may be more
likely to take up Insurance or may want to
revisit their existing insurance? 
SMSF members should reflect on their
level of insurance and how to maximise
their coverage and minimise their costs.

expectation should be that ABN & TFN's may be
delayed.   

Carried Forward concessional contributions-
Repeated

We hope that you are currently using Supervision's
contribution page in "MY PORTFOLIO". This is an
excellent place to help your clients plan all of their
employer & Non concessional contributions.  Using this
page as a tool to work through clients optimal
contribution strategy will make life much easier for
advisers.  All historical information is saved here for easy
access. 

ATO Establishment Audit Questions
We have put together a list of questions and answers
that the ATO are asking if they select an SMSF for an
establishment Audit. We thank the adviser and client
that shared this information with us. If your SMSF client
has been selected for an ATO establishment Audit, we
will have the answers.  

We were shocked at the depth and breadth of the
questions that were being asked.  Audit independence
was also quizzed.  I want to assure all advisers that the
auditors we engage on behalf of your clients are 100%
independent of Supervision- if it was keeping you up at
night!   

Investment Strategy Builder 
Auditors are still requesting that clients ditch templated
investment strategies documents.  The investment
strategy document is easy to construct and fits hand in
glove with your annual SMSF catch up meeting.  We
encourage you to jump on board this template and
send us your feedback on how we can make it even
better.  You can find the Investment Strategy builder
online here https://supervision.com.au/investment-
strategy-builder

Current ATO Waiting Times
The ATO has diverted all non essential services to
respond to COVID relief Government initiatives.  Whilst
this is awesome for some members of the general
population impacted by the virus, it is very difficult to get
answers on important questions, especially in the
establishment process.  This paragraph is to let you know
that the 28 day service standard has almost been thrown
out the window by ATO staff and it has been replaced
with an unofficial 56 day service standard.  

When speaking to clients about establishing SMSF's, the 

In the above example, indexation has increased the
amount that can be converted to pension phase, but the
individual does not get the full benefit of the
commutation.  When calculating the remaining cap
amounts, no commutations are included. The example
above has maxed out the pension cap.  The percentage
50% is derived from $800,000 being 50% of the Pre 2021
Cap ($1.6 Million).

We are anticipating this part of Super is going to be
challenging for advisers moving forward.  Supervision will
have records of all individual Transfer Balance Cap
Accounts after a pension is created.  We also report
transactions each month (pension related- including
commutations) as an upload into the ATO's system.  Each
individual will be able to check their balance on MYGOV.  

With reporting requirements becoming even more
complex due to new caps , it has never been more
important to keep SMSF's up to date on a daily, weekly or
monthly basis.  We will continue to work hard to make
sure the accounts are kept up to date, so you as adviser
can keep on top of these types of requirements.  We will
continue to work with our software providers to provide
clients greater access to this information through our
website.  
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General Warning &
DISCLAIMER

This publication is produced for Financial advisers
who have an interest in SMSF.  We build the
material from source.  If you are contemplating
using any of the strategies or issues raised in this
piece, please always seek clarification. Please feel
free to pass this information on to other advisers.

The Final Rip- Editorial Content

Why don't Australian's Trust Superannuation still?
I never forget the time I presented some basic
Superannuation information at seminar in a beautiful
seaside town outside of Perth.  About 2 minutes after
opening up about the benefits, I encountered my first
ever heckle.  A nice lady shouted out "I don't believe in
Super".  

I really didn't know what to say at first, what can you
say?  I think I let out a nervous giggle. Superannuation is
a real thing, it has its own law and all employers are
compelled to pay it on behalf of their employees, how
can anyone not believe in it?  

This week, more than 10 years after making that
presentation I read an article based on a report by
Vanessa Stoykov which didn't shock me.  According to
Vanessa's research,  only 1 in 3 Australian's trust
superannuation providers and value their advice. Only
15% of those surveyed believed that Superannuation is
key to planning a financial future.

27% of responders were confused what their Super
providers do with their money. Every age group that
responded demonstrated a lack of understanding of the
principles of Superannuation.

These numbers are astonishing and scary at the same
time.  Industry Super has been advertising for a long
time, it hasn't translated to trust and understanding. 

My question to all my readers is how can we collectively
raise the awareness of Australians to believe and trust is
Super? Let me know what you think. We can not accept
this report as our final destination.
 
Chris Homer 
Director of SMSF

Bed side Table: "Why We Sleep" Matthew Walker
Lots of people I know have been reading this book
recently. Sleep is extremely important and has far
reaching health implications (weight control, colds, flus,
alertness) that what we could have imagined. This book
is backed by science but is an interesting read.   I
recommend that you get your hands on this one if you
are ready for a great night sleep.

Unlisted Asset Purchases
In the past, SMSF's housed coins, bank notes and
stamps. We don't have one SMSF with one of those
items anymore. The market for them fell flat once
SMSF's were effectively excluded from purchasing them
due to insurance costs and compliance hurdles. 

Now we are seeing a return to unlisted investments
with the rise of Bitcoin.  

Yes, Bitcoin is going mainstream and we can't avoid it
any longer.  Sure, we already have some bitcoin
investors in our midst, but I am anticipating  a large
number of Australians will see bitcoin as a great
investment and hence want to do it in their SMSF. I'm
not talking just about millennial investors either.   

I am keen to find out which advisers can recommend
bitcoin as part of a diversified portfolio of assets?  Is it
something your licensee will allow?  How does the
conversation go when a client or potential client comes
in and asks if they can get a slice of the action? 

If bitcoin is an investment on your APL, which platform
do you recommend? Supervision have some SMSF
friendly favourites, we are happy to share if you want to
go down this path with clients.

We have a section on our investment strategy builder
for bitcoin investors.    
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www.supervision.com.au
Search: "Investment Strategy Builder"

New SMSF's Application
"https://supervision.com.au/self-managed-super-

fund/lets-get-started/get-started/"
Christopher Homer: 0420 850 015

Contact Us
Level 2, 76 Mill Point Road 
South Perth WA 6151

Phone 08 9367 9655

Postal Address 
PO Box 879, South Perth, WA, 6951

New Enquiries
chris@supervision.com.au
Info@supervision.com.au

Disclaimer
All the information provided in this marketing material does not consider any of your investment objectives, financial situation or needs and should not be in any way
considered as financial advice. SUPERVISION does not provide financial product advice or recommend any financial products or whether you should establish as SMSF. 
 this applies equally to those financial products which are established for any entity or when you become a client of SUPERVISION.  We also recommend the you seek
professional advice from a licensed financial adviser before making any decision to establish an SMSF or purchase any financial product referred to on our website. Please
refer to our important documents on our website to give you more information about any financial arrangements that we may have with our product suppliers. While the
sources for the material are considered reliable, responsibility is not accepted for any inaccuracies, errors or omission. Supervision SMSF Solutions (ACN 134 666 596)
© Copyright Supervision Group Oct 2019
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